ANGOLA

15 years after entry into Angola, nowadays, this is the main
market of the Casais Group.

W

e made major investments in infrastructure and in human resources. We have created and autonomized
departments and production centres.
The head office is located in Luanda, the Central Yard in Viana and another Yard in Benguela. We have

invested in a new yard in Viana, which is scheduled for completion in the end of 2015.
We have an activity with diversified businesses, production centres and autonomous associated companies: Concrete
mixing plant and aggregate extraction, Metalworks Shop, CarpinAngola, HidroAngola, Electro Ideal Angola, Socimorcasal
Angola, Saioz, Probetão and several partnerships in terms of real estate promotion through Imocasais Angola.
We have a vast portfolio of works of generalized building and of various typologies: service buildings, residential
condominiums, hotels, logistics units, networks of bank branches, retails, shopping malls, hypermarkets, hydraulic and road
infrastructures. Besides construction, we promote and market commercial and real estate projects.
A team consisting of approximately 1800 employees which is distinguished by its youth but with extensive accumulated
experience, high team spirit, capacity for sacrifice, pleasure in their work and a huge desire to make things happen.
We promote the growth and development of Angola. We invest on the creation of jobs. We contribute to the training of
the staff. We privilege the strategic partnerships. We progress with excellence and sustainability.
In 2014 we consolidated the positioning of reference within the business market. In 2015 we want to continue to grow in
a sustained manner, by which substantial investments will be made and strategic partnerships will be privileged.
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